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Yield Management\(^1\) could easily turn out to be the most important pricing breakthrough of the 20\(^{th}\) Century—Professor James Makens, Wake Forest University [1]

\ldots look to yield management at the airlines as the model for future pricing in fields as diverse as health care, telecommunications, consumer financial services, insurance, hotels and government services. Yield management techniques will rewrite the supply-and-demand equations that determine service availability and price [2]

[Yield Management] promises to spearhead a revolution in pricing strategies during this decade [3]

Yield Management is the single most important technical development in transportation management since we entered the era of airline deregulation in 1979—Bob Crandall, former CEO and President of AMR and American Airlines [4]

We estimate that yield management has generated $1.4 billion in incremental revenue in the last three years [for American Airlines]... We expect yield management to generate at least $500 million annually for the foreseeable future—Bob Crandall [4]

\ldots our competitors used... Yield Management in every one of our markets, and they pushed us straight towards bankruptcy... Where did we go wrong?... we didn't get our hands around the Yield Management—Don Burr, former CEO of People Express Airlines [5–8]

If I were in charge of the antitrust division, I would damn well see if I could build a case that yield management is predatory pricing—Alfred Kahn, former Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board under President Carter and known as the father of airline deregulation [9]

Yield management as it applies to airlines is the control and management of reservations inventory in way that increases (maximizes, if possible) profitability, given the flight schedule and fare structure. [emphasis added] [4]

Revenue Management is the art and science of predicting real-time customer demand at the micromarket level and optimizing the price and availability of products [8].

INTRODUCTION

The methods and information used by firms in the travel industry that govern the range of products they offer for sale, the number of sales they make, and the prices they charge have undergone dramatic change in the past 30 years. As noted in the above quotes, these changes have revolutionized the travel industry and are penetrating other industries as well.

Whereas some of these decisions were once based on intelligent “rules-of-thumb,” they now draw on sophisticated mathematical models. In some cases, the advances in decision support tools in combination with advances in electronic distribution and management of inventory have enabled travel firms to offer and manage products that would not otherwise have been possible. Further, the financial gains made possible by these developments, initially known as yield management (YM) and later as revenue management (RM), have been extraordinary.

This article provides an historical overview of why and how this transformation occurred. Much of the discussion on the

---

\(^1\)As the practice of yield management spread beyond the airline industry, the term changed to revenue management. Except for providing background on the term’s evolution, and in keeping with the title of this article, we generally refer to the discipline of forecasting customer demand and available supply in real-time and using that information to control product availability and dynamically set prices so as to maximize profits, as revenue management.

\(^2\)This quote has become well known and is often cited; see, for example, Refs 8, 41.
early stages of yield management is oriented towards the airline industry, as it provided the initial setting for the early innovations—innovations that soon spread to other industries. As yield management evolved into other industries and became known as revenue management, the discipline broadened from optimizing capacity controls (e.g., the maximum number of sales that were allowed at previously established prices) to include pricing optimization (e.g., determining what prices should be). The latter portions of this article are oriented around the expanding practice of the discipline and its adoption by other segments of the travel industry.

Often misunderstood, yield or revenue management has now attained a prominent position among the strategies and tactics travel companies use to obtain a competitive advantage over their rivals. As might be gleaned from the quotes above, it is a relatively new way of doing business and many believe it to be an extraordinarily powerful technology. CEOs of companies that invested in it have extolled its virtues as well as its importance for achieving better financial returns. This article provides an overview of what revenue management is, how it evolved in the travel industry, and why it attracts strong interest.

FROM YIELD TO REVENUE: A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

It is frequently suggested that the science, if not the practice of yield management originated in the US airline industry in the early 1980s, shortly after it was deregulated in 1978. In fact, the early stages of yield management date back quite a bit further, probably to the 1960s. Until 1985, however, the practice attracted limited attention, was narrow in scope, and remained within the airline industry.

For many years, it would not be unusual for 15% or more of those who purchased airline tickets to fail to show up for their flights. In part, this occurred because unused tickets were fully refundable. For flights in high demand, more tickets would be sold than there were seats on the plane. Known as overbooking, this practice was routinely carried out by the airlines but it did not attract widespread attention until Allegheny Airlines did not allow Ralph Nader to board his flight in 1972. Nader sued Allegheny and the lawsuit eventually went to the US Supreme Court in 1976 [10]. Overbooking decisions based on mathematical models that seek to maximize financial returns subject to customer service constraints constitute a core element of many airline revenue management programs. Indeed, the first phase of revenue management essentially consisted solely of overbooking.

Until 2000 or perhaps even later, most airline yield management departments did not set prices, but rather focused on controlling the availability of reservation or seat inventory at different prices with the objective of maximizing net revenue. The actual prices at which tickets could be sold were determined by Pricing Departments. Although Yield Management had no responsibility for setting prices, it determined which fares and how many tickets at each fare could be purchased on each flight. In part, this resulted from the organizational structure of most airlines, whereby the Pricing Department and the Inventory Control or Yield Management Department, were separate. Indeed, in 1985 when American Airlines launched its Ultimate Super Savers fares—discounts of up to 70% with restrictions such as 30-days advance purchase, 7-day minimum stay, and only partially refundable—enabling the airlines to compete for passengers in radically new ways, its yield management department was not made aware of the new fares until they were announced to the public. This organizational decision resulted

3Today, the frequency with which passengers fail to show up for their flights is much less, as many of the tickets sold are nonrefundable.

4During the late 1990s, some airlines began to restructure their organizations, consolidating pricing and inventory functions or having these staff work in a more coordinated manner.
in significant revenue dilution. The fares stimulated so much demand, so quickly, even for flights 6–12 months in the future, that American’s yield managers could not react fast enough to reset fare and booking controls on all flights to limit the sale of Ultimate Super Saver fares to appropriate levels. Seats that could have been sold to business travelers who were willing to purchase tickets at higher fares, but would not do so until closer to the date of their flight’s departure, were instead occupied by those who purchased fares for up to 70% less. Many flights generated less revenue and profit than they otherwise might have.

Prior to the late 1980s and the adoption of revenue management by travel firms other than airlines, yield management decisions were essentially limited to two decisions:

- the number of reservations to accept for a flight;
- the fares, previously established by the pricing department, that should be offered for purchase to potential customers for a flight at various times prior to departure (the actual setting of fares was thus done outside of yield management; yield management only controlled which of the fares were available for purchase).

As we will soon discuss, one of the most innovative as well as revenue enhancing elements of airline yield management programs was that by introducing purchase restrictions on airline tickets—often termed fences—a single product could be sold, simultaneously, at multiple prices.

Yield had a specific meaning in the airline industry, being related to revenue in two ways:

1. Revenue per available seat-mile or revenue per available seat-kilometer (RASM and RASK) provided a measure of revenue per unit of capacity.
2. Revenue per passenger-mile or revenue per passenger-kilometer (RPM or RPK) offered a normalized measure of fares paid.

Because the two types of reservation controls noted above had clear and direct impacts on both measures of yield, the term yield management seemed apt.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, as the practice of yield management spread to hotels, car rental firms, passenger railroads, cruise lines, and other segments of the travel industry, the phrase “yield management” was often viewed as airline jargon. Other companies typically focused on revenue and profit, not yield. The term became increasingly controversial. Even as they embraced its concepts, many sought a different label for the practice of revenue maximization through inventory allocation controls.

The search for a new label may well have been accelerated by the airline industry’s financial difficulties in 1990, 1991, and 1992. Table 1 highlights the financial difficulties experienced by the largest seven US airlines during these years. With some exceptions,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airline</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>1991</th>
<th>1992</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Airlines</td>
<td>(76.8)</td>
<td>(165)</td>
<td>(735)</td>
<td>(976.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Airlines</td>
<td>(273.8a)</td>
<td>(340.9)</td>
<td>(229.4)</td>
<td>(844.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Air Lines</td>
<td>(259.4b)</td>
<td>(239.5)</td>
<td>(564.8)</td>
<td>(1,063.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Airlines</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(310)</td>
<td>(386.2)</td>
<td>(696.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWA Airlines</td>
<td>(162.3c)</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>(317.7)</td>
<td>(431.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Airlines</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>(494.1)</td>
<td>(956.8)</td>
<td>(1,355.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAir</td>
<td>(427.2)</td>
<td>(284)</td>
<td>(1,223.4)</td>
<td>(1,934.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>(1,103.7)</td>
<td>(1,785.3)</td>
<td>(4,413.3)</td>
<td>(7,302.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Operating loss.
b For the six months ending December 31, 1990.
c Operating loss.
the airlines generally lost at least several hundred million dollars each year and sometimes much more than that [11,12]. The seven airlines combined for a loss of more than $7 billion during these three years.

Revenue management, a name far more industry neutral, began to gain favor. References to revenue enhancement and revenue management replacing yield management can be found as early as 1990 and began to proliferate thereafter [13–14].

For many, the desire to “rebrand” yield management dovetailed nicely with the desire to broaden its scope to include a wider array of reservation inventory controls than used by airlines, explicit recognition of variable costs, and price optimization (that is, the determination of the best prices to offer). For example, cruise ships might offer 8–12 cabin categories; cruise line yield management inventory controls explicitly considered the financial impacts of alternative upgrading (and upselling) policies when taking reservations, such as allowing some customers to make a reservation for a less expensive cabin category but guaranteeing them accommodation in a more expensive cabin category. Yield management also led cruise lines to reevaluate and modify the price differentials between cabin categories, as supply and demand imbalances at the cabin category level were analyzed with greater precision. The wider array of variable costs associated with hotel stays led hotel yield management efforts to consider profit, rather than revenue. Yield management thus expanded to include practices beyond those adopted by airlines.

By 1993, revenue management was well on its way to replacing yield management. Presentations at multidustry conferences on this topic included sessions in which speakers differentiated revenue management from yield management. Perhaps as testament to the strength of this conversion, the annual International Air Transport Association (IATA) Conference on Yield Management, initiated in 1988, was rebranded as the IATA Conference on Revenue Management in 1993; in 2001 it experienced further rebranding, becoming the IATA Revenue Management and Pricing Conference. There now seems to be growing support for relabeling revenue management as revenue and pricing optimization (RPO).

Firms in virtually every segment of the travel industry now possess revenue management programs. And each year, these programs improve. But let us not get ahead of ourselves. Every story has its beginning and this is certainly true of revenue management. To tell it, we begin with the airline industry.

YIELD MANAGEMENT BEGINS

The total number of reservations that can be accepted for a flight is generally greater than the number of seats on a plane. It is known as the overbooking level, although there was a time, probably short-lived, when airline staff preferred the term “revenue coordination” due to the negative connotations of overbooking [15]. Airlines generally overbook a flight in anticipation of reservations being cancelled, passengers with reservations who fail to show up for their flights (no-shows), and other reasons. While overbooking has been a standard airline practice for over 50 years, the science of overbooking took a dramatic step forward in the mid-1960s. In that respect, this might well mark the beginning of yield management in the travel industry.

As noted by Rothstein, “[w]hen our American Airlines O|perations| R|esearch| Group initiated its research in 1964, the scant literature on overbooking yielded no models or methods that had been implemented.” A year or two later, however, a newly developed overbooking program was implemented at American, dramatically improving the airline’s ability to forecast oversales (customers with tickets that show up for a flight but for whom no seats are available) and set overbooking levels that allowed the airline to achieve higher load factors on high demand flights, without increasing the number of passengers who were denied boarding [15].

While working in the airline industry in the 1980s, it was the author’s experience that

---

5Our decision to use the developments in the 1960s as the starting point for yield management reflects our emphasis on the science, not simply the practice, of the discipline.
the overbooking models used by some airlines remained relatively rudimentary while those of others had evolved considerably since the 1960s. At American Airlines, the overbooking model developed by Rothstein and his colleagues in the operations research group was replaced in 1976 by one which recognized the revenues and costs associated with overbooking levels and attempted to maximize profitability. This model was further enhanced in 1987 [4].

The science of overbooking involves as many as five forecasts:

1. the probability of reservation cancellations prior to departure;
2. the probability of passengers with reservations failing to show up for their flight;
3. incremental demand when cancellations occur before departure;
4. the cost of oversales (this may not be linear for a flight and also, it varies based on a variety of flight characteristics and the ability of the airline to retain the passenger on a different flight that it operates);
5. the incremental revenue obtained from additional reservations.

For operational reasons, it may be desirable to limit the number of oversales on a flight to a value less than what would be financially optimal. Such constraints have been incorporated into overbooking models.

Forecasting incremental demand (additional demand up to a flight's departure) allows implementing better overbooking levels prior to a flight's departure. The overbooking levels for an optimally managed flight will generally decrease over time; that is, as the number of days before a flight's departure decreases, so too will its overbooking level. The more likely it is that incremental demand will back-fill cancellations, the lower the levels of pre-departure overbooking. If all goes well, the number of reservations holding at departure will be equal to the desired departure-time booking level.

The financial benefits of overbooking were substantial for airlines, as it probably allowed some of them to increase their load factors on high demand flights by as much as 10 percentage points (e.g., from 85%–95%), and possibly more. An airline with 750 flights per day, an average fare of $175 per passenger per flight, average flight capacity of 120 seats and an annual load factor of 61% would have annual revenues of approximately $3.5 billion. If 10–15% of its flights sold out, selling just one additional seat on these flights increases annual revenue by approximately $4.8–7.2 million. Increasing the load factor of these flights by 10 percentage points could mean an annual increase of $57–86 million. Putting this into context, in 1981 and 1982, on passenger revenues of approximately $3.4 billion, American Airlines had operating income of $44 million in 1981 and lost $18 million in 1982 [16]. To say that an airline's revenue management capabilities, in terms of the accuracy of its overbooking levels could be the difference between an annual loss or profit, is not much of a stretch.

While the substantial financial benefits to the airlines from overbooking are clear, less visible is the consumer benefit, which can also be substantial. When done well, overbooking allows more consumers the ability to purchase and use their product of choice. When advance notice is given that a flight, hotel, or other service is sold out, but actualized demand turns out to be less than capacity, some consumers will have been deprived of their ability to use that service and will have had to choose something less desirable. They will have been inconvenienced unnecessarily.

Without a doubt, airline overbooking would not yield nearly the benefits it does had the airlines not adopted a business process they initially heavily resisted. On heavily booked flights, it is relatively common for passengers to inquire whether volunteers are needed to give up their seat on the flight in exchange for some form of compensation and a seat on a later flight. Many show clear disappointment when the airline's Gate Agent responds that all passengers with reservations can be accommodated on the flight and no such volunteers are needed.

This was not always the case. Prior to 1978, not only did airlines not seek volunteers, airline executives did not believe that
asking for volunteers would work when more passengers with reservations showed up for a flight than there were seats on the plane. Each airline developed its own rules and procedures for determining who would fly and who would not.

In 1966 and 1967, Professor Julian Simon contacted airlines with an idea for how they could obtain volunteers in exchange for an agreed upon level of compensation. None of the airlines thought much of his proposal, some even being derisive in their replies to him. Rather than let the concept die, he persisted in his efforts to obtain support for it [17]. More than 10 years later, his ideas finally took hold when economist Alfred Kahn became head of the Civil Aeronautics Board. The CAB mandated that airlines adopt a plan for obtaining voluntary oversales [18].

Airlines varied in the types of compensation they offered, some giving travel vouchers for use on future trips while others gave free tickets for a future flight. The success of each program varied, but overall, the volunteer program enabled airlines to try more aggressively to fill each seat. Between 1978 and 1991, the number of involuntary oversales fell from 6.4 per 10,000 passengers boarded to 1.1 per 10,000, while the number of voluntary oversales during that same period increased from approximately 1 to 15 per 10,000 passengers boarded. As you might imagine, the frequency with which passengers complained about being denied boarding also dropped dramatically [18].

Although the practice of overbooking in the airlines certainly continues, the introduction and proliferation of nonrefundable fares has significantly decreased its benefits. The need for overbooking has also declined as cancellation and no-show rates have declined dramatically.

---

6Offering a credit for future travel may increase an airline’s revenue as it can stimulate trips that would not have been taken and the cost of the trip may be for more than the voucher. Compensating passengers with a free trip does not allow for this. Travel credits are now more typical.

YIELD MANAGEMENT EXPANDS

Prior to the mid-1970s, airline fares were highly regulated. Restriction-based discounted fares, so familiar today, were not available. The discounted fares that were available tended to be oriented to specific groups such as children, stand-by passengers, senior citizens, and other class-based categories. The availabilities of these fares were based solely on eligibility.

When the US airline industry was deregulated in 1978, the proponents and the detractors of deregulation envisioned major industry changes. It is safe to say, however, that of the changes that were made possible by deregulation, the fare-related impacts of revenue management were far from anyone’s expectations.

In 1977, just prior to deregulation, American Airlines introduced discounted fares known as Super Savers on transcontinental flights and then throughout their system in 1978. These fares were developed in response to an alarming development that began during the summer of 1976. Businesses had sprung up that organized group charters, buying large blocks of seats from airlines at significant discounts and then re-selling them for prices that were lower than the regular fare. Discussing the situation with his staff, Bob Crandall, who was to become president of American Airlines, but was then head of marketing, said, “We’re already selling 40 percent of our seats at regular fares, so why can’t we figure out a way to sell the other 60 percent at a fare cheaper than what a charter operator can get?” [19].

Super Savers were American’s response and other airlines followed American’s lead. Super Savers required advance purchase and had a 14-day minimum-stay requirement (a round-trip purchase was thus required). Recognizing that business travelers were willing and able to pay higher fares, the restrictions were designed to prevent business travelers from purchasing them. In addition, on many flights the number of Super Saver tickets that could be purchased was controlled (i.e., only a limited number of sales were permitted) to avoid displacing demand from later-booking business travelers who were willing to pay
higher fares. For the most part, the airlines relied on various “rules-of-thumb” and the judgment and intuition of inventory control staff to set and manage discount allocations. Revenue management was expanding from overbooking to discount allocation control, although controlling the number of discount fares sold so as to maximize flight revenue was not carried out with the accuracy or mathematical support that was soon to come.

Nonetheless, the introduction of Super Savers was truly a watershed event in the history of revenue management. It was a unique concept. Not only did it allow the same product to be offered for sale at multiple prices simultaneously, but consumers of the products, not the firms that were offering them, were empowered to trade-off purchase and usage restrictions versus price and decide which product to purchase. The number of Super Savers that could be sold on any flight, however, was up to the discretion of the airline.

At this point, it is useful to examine two key points in more detail:

1. Large financial benefits are possible when a seemingly homogeneous product is sold for multiple prices.
2. The extent to which these gains are achieved depends on how well these sales are controlled.

Suppose a flight has a seating capacity of 120, the full fare is $380 and the discounted fare is $210, a 45% discount from full fare. As shown in Table 2, if offering discounted fares leads to incremental passengers without reducing the number of full fare passengers, the incremental revenues can be significant. If, in addition to selling 70 full fare tickets, 20 discounted fares can be sold, the flight’s revenue increases by more than 15%. But if some of these discounted fares are sold to those who would have purchased a full fare, the gains are quickly eroded. Even worse, revenue may decline. If 5 of the 20 discounted fare tickets are purchased by passengers who would have purchased a full fare ticket, the incremental revenue is only 8.6%. If the discounted fares are sold to 12 of these passengers, revenue actually declines by more than one percent, although the flight’s load factor, the percentage of seats occupied, increases by more than 11%. Had the discounted fare been $125, a 67% reduction, revenue declines when only 5 of the 20 discounted fares are sold to those who would have purchased a full fare. As we shall discuss, this was soon to be a real scenario. Profit levels erode even faster when the variable costs of transporting and servicing passengers are included.

The potential value of optimally managing discount fare sales may be appreciated more easily by analyzing the potential impacts of “small mistakes.” In the example above, the incremental revenue drops by approximately 9% for each passenger that purchases a discounted fare rather than the full fare (i.e., a flight with 69 full fare passengers and 20 discounted fare passengers earns 9% less revenue than a flight with 70 full fare passengers and 20 discounted fare passengers). Taken from that perspective, the financial impact of one less full fare sale on a flight, let alone several, is sufficiently great as to merit careful management.

Now, consider those flights for which demand is sufficiently high to fill every seat. Further, suppose that none of the passengers willing to pay full fare purchases a discount fare. What is the financial impact of displacing a potential full fare passenger by a passenger purchasing a discounted fare? That is, how much less incremental revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Fare Passengers</th>
<th>Discounted Fare Passengers</th>
<th>Load Factor (%)</th>
<th>Revenue ($)</th>
<th>Change in Revenue (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>28,900</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>28,900</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>26,240</td>
<td>−1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Potential Revenue Impacts of Offering Two Fares
is earned if there are 69 full fare passengers and 51 discount fare passengers on the flight, rather than 70 full fare passengers and 50 discount fare passengers?

As shown in Table 3, the flight’s incremental revenue decreases by approximately 1.6% for each full fare passenger that is displaced by a discount fare passenger. Perhaps, this does not seem like much. After all, is not 98.4% of perfect still pretty good? Is it really worth the effort to pursue an extra 1.6%? If this airline has 1000 flights per day and 15% of its flights sell out, this “allocation error” results in $9.3 million less revenue than the airline could have earned. Allocation errors of only several seats per flight on sold out flights lowers its annual revenues by tens of millions of dollars. And while these numbers are only illustrative, they are sufficiently accurate to demonstrate that the financial difference between optimally managing discount allocations and only managing them well is extraordinary. This is why travel companies have been willing to invest heavily in achieving marginal improvements in their revenue management programs. It was a lesson that was quickly learned and acted upon by some, but not all, airlines in the early 1980s.

Although Super Savers provided the needed innovation in the pricing structure, a few more years and an impending financial crisis would be required before the airlines fully recognized and embraced the practice of offering multiple prices with a variety of purchase restrictions to obtain incremental sales and profits. Indeed, it was not just the pricing structure, but also the ability to expertly manage the discount allocations that was also needed; but this was not yet in place.

Fortunately, the work to do this had already begun. Although not aware of how important it would ultimately be, in 1972 the Operational Research Branch of British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) laid out the underlying theory and insights for using operations research techniques to set discount control allocations to maximize flight revenue when multiple fares are sold. The ideas were presented by Kenneth Littlewood, a member of the team, at a meeting of the Airline Group of the International Federation of Operations Research Societies (AGIFORS). At the end of a paper that was written primarily to document BOAC’s efforts to implement mathematical and statistical methods to set overbooking levels to maximize revenue, Littlewood also described a method for using demand forecasts and optimality conditions to set limits on the number of discounted fares that should be sold for a flight to maximize flight revenues. According to Littlewood, the ideas on discount allocation were “still in its infancy,” but the introduction of new low fares by Skytrain for regular London–New York service highlighted the need to control the allocation of low yield fares [20,21]. He could not have envisioned that this method, eventually termed Littlewood’s Rule, was to become the basis for discount allocation algorithms employed in revenue management systems at many airlines.

Littlewood’s key observation (somewhat simplified here) was that to maximize a flight’s revenue when two fares are offered (e.g., let $Y$ be the full fare and $D$ the discount fare), the discounted fares should be sold so

---

Table 3. Potential Revenue Impact of Displacing Full Fare Passengers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Fare Passengers</th>
<th>Discounted Fare Passengers</th>
<th>Load Factor (%)</th>
<th>Revenue ($)</th>
<th>Incremental Revenue ($)</th>
<th>Revenue Reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>26,600</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37,100</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>36,930</td>
<td>10,330</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>36,250</td>
<td>9,650</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

7 The paper was entitled “Forecasting and control of passenger bookings” and was published in the AGIFORS 12th Annual Symposium Proceedings, October 1972, pp. 95–117. Fortunately, this ground-breaking and quite readable paper has been reprinted and the reference listed at the end of this article is far easier to access.
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long as

\[ D \geq P \times Y \]

or, equivalently,

\[ P \leq \frac{D}{Y} \]

where \( P \) is the probability that selling an additional discounted fare will result in one less full fare ticket sale.

This implies that discounted fares should be sold as long as the ratio between the discount fare and the full fare (\( D/Y \)) is at least as great as the likelihood that the overbooking limit will be reached if no more discounted fares are sold. Essentially, it is a comparison between the revenue received from a discounted ticket and the expected marginal revenue resulting from not selling the discounted fare in anticipation of selling a full fare in its place. It is interesting to observe that the decision as to whether or not to accept an additional reservation for a discount fare does not depend on the demand distribution for discount fares, but it does depend on the demand distribution for full fares.

In 1980, Bill Swan, a member of the American Airlines Operations Research Department, modified and extended Littlewood’s methodology for implementation at American Airlines. Such a system was implemented in 1982 [4]. American was probably the first US airline to implement such an advanced method for determining discount allocations. This method was extended to multiple fare classes and has come to be known as the expected marginal seat revenue (EMSR) approach. The earliest published work on this method, including extensions and modifications of the approach can be found in Refs 22–25.

Discount allocation controls were designed to work within airline reservation system control structures. The mechanisms by which reservation systems controlled fare availability differed from that of many other industries. Each fare would be mapped into one of perhaps five or eight fare classes for a flight, depending on the reservation system. Fare classes were designated by letter codes. For example, F, C, and Y were commonly used for first class, business class, and full coach fares, respectively. Discounted coach fare classes included letter codes M, B, V, H, and Q. When a fare class was available, all fares that were mapped into it could be sold.\(^8\) When a fare class was closed, none of the fares mapped into that fare class could be sold. Typically, many fares were assigned to each fare class [4,22]. Over time, the number of fare classes has increased considerably. A flight may now have as many as 16 different fare classes.

Consequently, yield management assumed an indirect responsibility for price setting. While others determined the actual fares that could be offered to the public, yield management controlled when and which fares were actually offered by determining when fare classes were open for sale and when they were closed. Fare classes opened and closed multiple times during the booking period reflecting bookings, cancellations, and revisions to discount allocation decisions based on changes in incremental demand forecasts.

As you might imagine, demand forecasts play a critical role in setting inventory allocations. Demand was forecast at the fare class level. Time series models, such as exponential smoothing and booking profiles that provided estimates of how many reservations were typically received during various time periods prior to departure, were commonly relied upon to forecast demand by fare class. Consequently, the forecasts of future or incremental demand were independent of potential yield management or pricing actions (except to the extent that analysts implemented manual overrides). Even with such simplifications, the forecast models performed well.

With a pricing structure in place that allowed airlines to target fares at multiple market segments and the ability to control the availability of these fares based on science rather than human intuition and judgment, the airline industry, or perhaps more specifically American Airlines, was prepared to

\(^8\)In some cases, fare-specific restrictions prevented a fare from being sold when its fare class was available. For example, if a fare with a 21-day advance purchase restriction was one of the fares that was mapped into the V fare class, that fare could not be sold 18 days prior to the flight, even if the V fare class was still open.
demonstrate that revenue management could transform the competitive landscape in ways that no one had previously imagined. All that was needed was the catalyst for action.

That catalyst came in the form of People Express, a low-cost airline that had begun operations in 1981 by offering low-fare short-haul service between cities that had limited air service. For $23, you could fly from Newark, New Jersey to Buffalo, New York; for $35 you could fly from Newark to Norfolk; these fares were 50–80% lower than those offered by other carriers. Over time, however, People Express expanded its route structure and by 1984 was competing on the same routes that were flown by major carriers such as American Airlines. Faced with such competition, the major carriers faced a dilemma: matching the fares offered by People Express would enable them to keep their customer base but not allow them to cover their costs, whereas not matching the low fares would result in the loss of too many passengers [26].

American's competitive response came in January 1985, in the form of its Ultimate Super Savers, restricted fares that were discounted as much as 70% so as to be competitive with those of People Express. The fares provided far greater discounts than Super Savers. Also, new restrictions such as limited refundability levels were included. Although discount allocation controls in the reservation system were now automated and benefited from data feeds from decision support systems, American's initial ability to optimally manage the discount allocation levels left much to be desired simply because its historical passenger demand data did not reflect the level of demand for the new fares. With each passing month, however, American's ability to maximize its revenues by controlling and managing the availability of these fares would improve. Other airlines would also ramp up their investments in methods and systems to better control discount fare availability. The stage was set for the introduction of a wide variety of discounted, restricted fares whose availability would seem to appear and disappear as if by magic and for no valid reason. With that, the discipline known as yield management would soon enter the public lexicon.

The business community did not yet understand the potential benefits of the new pricing structure. As reported by Time, “To Wall Street, American’s move looked like an attempt to get out in front of the competition by jumping off a cliff. Many airlines are already losing money, and discount fares may mean bigger losses. Stock prices of all the large airlines that joined in last week’s fare war fell sharply” [27]. In fact, however, American enjoyed great financial success during the next few years; revenue management was only one of the reasons for this, but it was an important factor.

Although it had a more gradual impact on revenue management, the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 also transformed airline routes. Given much greater flexibility in determining their routes and schedules, major airlines developed the hub-and-spoke system in the 1980s. Major airlines reduced their frequency of nonstop service between small and mid-sized cities (sometimes dropping these routes), forcing more passengers to take connecting flights. For example, whereas about 10% of American’s passengers took connecting flights in 1980, by the mid-1980s about two-thirds of the passengers going into a hub airport were connecting to another flight [4]. By the late 1980s, airlines began to make fare allocation decisions that reflected passenger itineraries: this aspect of revenue management is known as traffic management.

For airlines that experienced significant increases in their volume of connecting passengers, the traffic management aspect of revenue management was significant. When most passengers fly point-to-point, airlines that attempt to maximize their revenues/profits by setting discount allocation levels on a flight-by-flight basis perform rather well. As connecting traffic increases, however, this practice becomes more problematic. Indeed, as we shall soon see, in some industries such network-related issues can dominate revenue management decisions. Traffic management, that is the practice of setting allocation levels (and not necessarily only discounted fare allocations)
that reflect the incremental value of a passenger's revenue to the airline's flight network, became increasingly important and eventually became incorporated into airline revenue management systems.

The importance of traffic management can be seen in the following example. Consider a person wanting to fly from Austin, Texas to London, England on a discounted fare of $329. As there is no nonstop service from Austin to London, this passenger might fly from Austin, Texas to Dallas/Fort Worth, and then from Dallas/Fort Worth to London. Suppose someone else wants to fly from Austin to Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) on the same flight and is willing to pay the Austin to DFW full fare of $189. Further, suppose there is only one seat still available for sale on the flight from Austin to DFW. Which reservation should the airline accept if it wants to maximize its revenues?

Excluding variable costs and the likelihood of either passenger booking a different flight on the same airline, the answer is, it depends.9 Specifically, if the flight from DFW to London becomes full and demand must be turned away, it is highly likely that the airline earns greater revenue by transporting the passenger flying from Austin to DFW and turning down the passenger flying from Austin to London. If, however, the flight from DFW to London departs with empty seats, the airline is likely to earn greater revenues by transporting the passenger flying from Austin to London.

Compared to overbooking and discount allocations, traffic management is significantly more difficult to address and generates more modest incremental revenue (although certainly significant) than setting flight-independent discount allocation levels. Although the benefit of overbooking has declined in recent years as nonrefundable fares have become more prevalent, in the 1980s and 1990s, approximately 40–50% of the potential benefits of revenue management could be attributed to overbooking, 30–40% to discount allocation, and 10–20% to traffic management.10 While 10% of a $500 million annual benefit is certainly significant, it made sense for many airlines to initially focus on overbooking and discount fare allocation, the more valuable areas, prior to traffic management. For other industries, however, this was not the case.

FROM YM TO RM: BEYOND THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY

As revenue management spread to the hotel industry and then elsewhere, its focus remained on inventory control. Prices continued to be set independently of revenue management. Marriott began investing in revenue management as early as 1985 [28] and other hotel companies soon followed. According to Sheraton’s Director of Marketing Geoff Ballotti, Sheraton began implementing a hotel revenue management system offered by Control Data Corporation (CDC) in 1987, implementing the system at 28 of its hotels [5–7]. Hilton also implemented a revenue management system in the late 1980s.

Some hotel chains began to experiment with offering discount rates with restrictions such as advance purchase requirements, but for the most part, it would take several more years until hotels integrated advance purchase requirements and refundability restrictions into their pricing structures. Rather, discounted rates were targeted to specific dates (e.g., weekends, holidays) or groups (e.g., children, travel agents, senior citizens) or were unrestricted rates off the full rate. The discounted rates were tied to the full rate (known as the rack rate) by some pre-determined percentage or value. Consequently, the early hotel revenue management systems served a slightly different function than airline systems, as they were used to
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9Such factors should, and are likely to, be considered in an airline's revenue management system although it was more likely than not for such factors to be ignored or only marginally considered in the initial revenue management systems implemented by the airlines.

10Personal communication with Barry Smith, former Chief Science Officer for SABRE and also the author's experience.
control which of several rate tiers should be offered, rather than controlling discount allocations. Each rate tier included a set of rates.

The revenue management systems measured demand pressure for each check-in date using four primary criteria: reservations on the books, time until check-in date, a forecast of incremental demand for that date, and a forecast of remaining rooms. As the magnitude of the demand pressure increased, these systems would recommend raising the rate tier offered. Consequently, many of the various rates offered by the hotel to the general public would increase, or decrease, simultaneously, by pre-determined amounts. Some discounted rates would not be included in a rate tier, so these rates would not be available when that rate tier was offered.

The initial application of revenue management in the hotel industry suffered from missteps that concerned some hotel executives sufficiently to delay their adoption of revenue management systems. Borrowing from the airline industry’s revenue management “playbook,” perhaps a little too much, some of the initial hotel revenue management systems incorporated a design simplification that served the airlines well; they essentially ignored traffic management, the network aspect of revenue management.\footnote{Nor were overbooking recommendations incorporated into these systems, although this was more likely for business process reasons. Hotel executives tend to be very cautious about systematically overbooking.}

Revenue managing a flight independently of others is similar to revenue managing arrival dates at a hotel independently of other dates. Unfortunately, this simplification was apt to yield poor rate recommendations during peak periods for hotels with a high proportion of multiple night stays. When guest stays span multiple dates, managing dates independently is apt to lead to pricing mistakes.

As it turns out, compared to increasing rates on dates that ultimately sell out, hotels generally earn far greater revenues and profits by limiting the number of shorter stays so that they can accept a greater number of longer stays that span these nights. This is typically referred to as optimizing by length-of-stay (length-of-rent in the car rental industry). It is far more profitable to earn $149 per night for four nights than $229 for a one-night stay. Recommendations to close the lower rate tiers for a peak night to all guests, regardless of whether they wanted to stay for one, four or seven nights, could easily discourage those guests who wanted to stay several nights or longer. Unfortunately, the early hotel revenue management systems were not designed to analyze demand patterns across dates and address this issue. Nor were many hotel reservation systems designed with the controls needed to implement such decisions.

The systems were not designed to control room inventory in ways that would stimulate or accept demand from guests wanting longer-stays, while simultaneously limiting the number of shorter-stays on peak nights.

A simplified example illustrates this trade-off. Consider a hotel with a rate of $149/night, for which there is sufficient demand to sell-out on Wednesday night, even if the rate increases to $229/night. As shown in Table 4, increasing the rate from $149 to $229 on Wednesday, an increase of more than 50%, results in 1135 occupied rooms during the week and the weekly revenue exceeds $193,000. Further, every room is occupied on Wednesday night.

Conversely, if the hotel implements length of stay (LOS) controls so that more of the reservations it accepts that span Wednesday night include the surrounding days, and does not increase its average rate on Wednesday, the number of rooms occupied during the week increases by 195. The weekly revenue for the hotel increases to $198,000, about a 2.6% revenue increase. In this scenario, not all of the hotel rooms are occupied on Wednesday night, reflecting the uncertainty associated with holding back rooms for longer stay reservation requests. In actual implementation of length of stay controls, some hotels have claimed revenue increases of 8–10% or even more when compared to increasing rates on peak nights \cite{29}. Indeed, in the above example, if the Wednesday rate had only increased to $189, an increase of approximately 25%, the hotel would earn...
Table 4. Comparison of Impacts from LOS Controls versus Increasing Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available rooms</th>
<th>Mon 300</th>
<th>Tue 300</th>
<th>Wed 300</th>
<th>Th 300</th>
<th>Fri 300</th>
<th>Total 1500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupied rooms if Wednesday rate increases to $229</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue if Wednesday rate increases to $229 ($000)</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>193.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupied rooms with LOS controls and rate of $149</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue with LOS controls and rate of $149 ($000)</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>198.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.4% more revenue by using length-of-stay controls rather than increasing its rate.

In practice, combining a rate increase for shorter stays while allowing longer guest stays to access lower rates is generally the most profitable pricing strategy for hotels during peak periods. The benefits of this strategy are recognized within the hotel industry. Hotel systems and practices have been redesigned to enable this strategy to be effectively implemented: no longer can guests make a reservation for a longer stay to obtain a lower rate and then cancel some of the days in the reservation or simply check-out early.

Aggressively increasing rate tiers on peak nights also had a negative unintended side effect. Able to provide hotels with high volumes of demand over the year, many corporations negotiated fixed rates with hotels that were significantly lower than the unrestricted rates. The corporate negotiated rates were not affected by the hotel’s pricing actions. Raising the hotel’s rates on peak nights might reduce hotel profitability as it could result in accepting more guests with lower corporate rates; because the rate increase slowed the pace of bookings for publicly available rates, it enabled corporations with the lower negotiated rates to access more rooms on peak nights, which was exactly the opposite of what the hotels wanted.

By 1990 these shortcomings were recognized and soon thereafter, addressed. Marriott’s first generation yield management system with length-of-stay optimization was implemented in 1991. Prior to this, Marriott’s yield management systems had gone through two generations. A test of the system at the Munich Marriott during a high demand week helped the hotel obtain a 12.3% year-over-year revenue increase, despite an 11.7% reduction in average daily rate [5–7].

The adoption of yield management by the hotel industry in the late 1980s and early 1990s is well documented. Less information is available about the passenger railroad and cruise line initiatives at this time. Given permission to provide consulting and system development expertise to other firms, the American Airlines Operations Research Group began developing a yield management system for Amtrak in 1987 and a year later was doing the same for Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (RCCL). Focused on enhancing the inventory control capabilities of these firms, these systems did not provide any pricing recommendations.

Among the first areas to be addressed by the RCCL effort was improving the accuracy of pre-departure cancellation rate estimates for individual and group reservations [30]. At the time, cruise lines typically estimated cancellation rates based on fixed projection rates that reflected how much money had been received by the cruise line and possibly one or two other factors. Known as a handicapping formula, the methods generally provided reasonable average estimates over the course of the year, but were subject to “catastrophic” breakdowns on individual sailings, leading to undesirable pricing actions. Over-forecasting cancellations could lead to selling cabins at highly discounted rates close to departure date. Under-forecasting cancellations could require upgrading passengers into much more expensive cabins, or even worse, fully or partially refunding their purchases while also moving them to other departures. Segmenting reservations based on a variety...
of attributes (e.g., travel agency, itinerary, and type of group), and containing updating mechanisms to capture trend and seasonality, the new method provided more accurate cancellation rate estimates [31]. Having more accurate estimates of the number of additional cabins that needed to be sold on a departure enabled RCCL to make more profitable pricing decisions for each cruise.

Other elements of the RCCL yield management initiative included a group evaluator model and a variety of forward-looking reports directing analyst attention to those departures most in need of oversight and action. While the scope of RCCL’s initial yield management system might be considered rather modest, it was a key factor in enabling RCCL to better manage and price its inventory, including implementing a variety of pricing innovations. In 1992, Brian Rice, then RCCL’s director of revenue planning and analysis, and now CFO, conservatively estimated the incremental revenue from these efforts at over $20 million/year, or about 2–3% of RCCL’s annual revenue [5–7].

Approximately two years after Amtrak had initiated its revenue management effort, SNCF, the French national railway, did the same [32,33]. By 1989, revenue management efforts were also initiated at Avis, a rental car company. By the early 1990s all of the major car rental firms had implemented revenue management systems or were preparing to do so. The ability to evaluate and control reservations based on length-of-rent was included in all the first generation car rental revenue management systems. The revenue management system implemented at Hertz also included fleet planning and fleet deployment capabilities enabling Hertz to better determine where and when it was financially advantageous to transfer cars between rental car locations due to projected supply and demand imbalances [34]. Doing so probably made Hertz the first company to integrate revenue management with operational decisionmaking.

Revenue management continued to spread to other segments of the travel industry, including tour operators, timeshare exchange, theme parks, and even yacht rentals as well as industries other than travel. Within a few years, additional revenue enhancement techniques were included in revenue management initiatives. Perhaps the most critical development was the inclusion of price optimization capabilities; no longer would revenue management simply control the availability of previously set prices. Instead, revenue management efforts would include determining the best price levels. In some cases, dynamically re-pricing a product to maximize profits based on current and forecast supply and demand extended the underlying mathematical models to include demand elasticity estimates: forecasts of how demand would change in response to offering alternative prices. Some (i.e., published) accounts of revenue management systems that incorporated dynamic pricing capabilities include National Car Rental [35], The Moorings [36], and Princess Cruises [37].

The revenue management initiative for Princess Cruises, begun in 1997, was implemented in 2000. While the system included typical inventory controls, it also included a pricing analytics engine providing insights on the extent to which promotional prices were needed to stimulate sales on a departure. Of all the capabilities of the revenue management system, Princess staff believed this capability to be the most beneficial.12

Price optimization continues to be of great interest to many travel industry firms. Only a relatively few, however, have invested significant resources. At least for some of these firms, however, the returns have been extraordinary, easily eclipsing the 4% to 7% returns typically ascribed to the inventory allocation controls of revenue management. Anecdotally, price optimization capabilities appear to be capable of generating revenue increases of 10–15%.13

For many years, pricing has been treated as mostly art and very little science. For the most part, the science of pricing focused on
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12Personal communication with Princess Cruises staff.
13These estimates reflect the author’s experience as well as personal communication with Barry Smith.
estimating the costs of production and building in a reasonable profit margin. The product's price was simply the result. While many firms continue to engage in that practice, it occurs less often as the principles of revenue management obtain a greater foothold. The systematic integration of supply and demand forecasting with product design and market segmentation concepts has proven successful, although there have certainly been instances of failure and setbacks along the way. As was the case when revenue management was initially applied to the hotel industry, many of these failed efforts resulted when techniques that proved successful in one industry were used in another, without sufficient regard for the differences in the way business was conducted.

Over the past 20 years, the financial benefits of value-based pricing have become more widely accepted and communicated. The science of revenue management provides a powerful mechanism that enables value-based pricing to succeed. Indeed, with restriction-free pricing becoming more and more prevalent in the airline industry, the traditional discount allocation controls of revenue management are now giving way to an increasingly strong focus on maximizing revenue via dynamic pricing to achieve pricing optimality.

At the heart of any dynamic pricing optimization system is forecasting demand at alternative prices and then estimating the prices that will maximize profit. From a practical perspective, forecasting demand at different prices can be both complex as well as data intensive, as demand is affected by a number of factors other than price. While many companies have attempted to incorporate such variables into regression-based forecasts, such efforts often produce less than satisfactory results. Data sparsity and the inability to model many key relationships among the variables are some of the reasons that price–demand relationships are less robust or accurate than desired. Manual overrides and factors designed to prevent forecasts and recommendations from being too extreme are often integral to such systems. While some of these methods have proven useful, others have produced sufficiently unreliable recommendations that firms stopped using the systems.

More recently, however, alternative modeling approaches such as disjunctive mapping are being developed to address these issues [38,39]. The widespread use of robotic pricing tools that capture competitor prices enables price-sensitive demand forecasts to explicitly reflect different competitive situations and support what-if analyses, as historical data has become available to estimate the likelihood of alternative competitor reactions. Indeed, one of the challenges of price-elasticity modeling is that in practice, demand curves may not be static; they depend on the directional shift of price and possibly other factors. For example, when price increases from $A$ to $B$, the magnitude of the change in demand level may not be equivalent to the magnitude of the change in demand when price decreases from $B$ to $A$. Such modeling and estimation complexities are more easily addressed when competitor prices are retained. Given the potential benefits of dynamic pricing, and the recent availability of data to support demand forecast modeling, we anticipate that dynamic pricing will be a strong focus of travel companies during the next decade or two.

CONCLUSION

Written for academics and experienced practitioners of revenue management as a "single-source reference for the major theory and application issues," a comprehensive treatment of revenue management was published in 2004 by Kalyan Talluri and Garrett Van Ryzin. The book is intended for those who have advanced degrees in mathematically-oriented disciplines such as operations research, statistics, or economics, although portions of the book are accessible to those without such skills and are interested in obtaining a more detailed understanding of the theory underlying revenue management [40].

From a relatively obscure business practice only 50 years ago, revenue management has come a long way. Dominated by practitioners until 1990 and perhaps longer,
the number of academic researchers may now surpass the number of practitioners. Indeed, the subject now boasts two dedicated journals: The Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management was initiated in 2002 and was joined by the International Journal of Revenue Management in 2007. In addition, articles on revenue management appear in a wide variety of journals and books.

Will the term revenue management be retained? Will it be replaced by pricing and revenue optimization or something else? What is your forecast?
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